Abstract. High-level control of parallel process behaviour simplifies the development of parallel software substantially by freeing the programmer from low-level process management and coordination details. The latter are handled by a sophisticated runtime system which controls program execution. In this paper we look behind the scenes and show how the enormous gap between high-level parallel language constructs and their low-level implementation has been bridged in the implementation of the parallel functional language Eden. The main idea has been to specify the process control in a functional language and to restrict the extensions of the low-level runtime system to a few selected primitive operations.
Introduction
A growing number of applications demand a large amount of computing power. This calls for the use of parallel hardware including clusters and wide-area grids of computers, and the development of software for these architectures. Parallel programming is however hard. The programmer usually has to care about process synchronisation, load balancing, and other low-level details, which makes parallel software development complex and expensive. Our approach, Eden [2] , aims at simplifying the development of parallel software. Eden gives the programmer high-level control over the parallel behaviour of a program by introducing the concept of processes into the functional language Haskell [10] . Evaluation of the expression (process funct) # arg leads to the creation of a new process for evaluating the application of the function funct to the argument arg. The argument arg is evaluated locally and sent to the newly created process. With the high-level Eden constructs -process to transform a function into a process abstraction and # to create a process -the programmer can concentrate on partitioning her algorithm into parallel sub-tasks considering such issues as task granularity, topology, and distribution issues. The creation and placement of processes, necessary communication and synchronisation are automatically managed by the runtime system (RTS), i.e. the implementation of Eden's virtual machine.
The task of parallel programming is further simplified by a library of predefined skeletons. Skeletons are higher-order functions defining parallel interaction Work supported by the DAAD (Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst) patterns which are shared in many parallel applications [12] . If an algorithm can be parallelised using such a known scheme, the programmer can simply use the appropriate skeleton to achieve an instant parallelisation of her program. The recent paper [5] shows that Eden achieves good performance in comparison with Glasgow parallel Haskell (GpH) [3] and Parallel ML with Skeletons (PMLS) [7] .
In his foreword to [4] In this paper we describe how the implementation of the parallel functional language Eden has been organised in layers to bridge the gap in a divide-andconquer approach. The main idea underlying Eden's layered implementation is to lift aspects of the RTS to the level of the functional language, i.e. defining basic work-flows on a high level of abstraction and concentrating low-level RTS capabilities in a couple of primitive operations. In this way, part of the complexity has been eliminated from the imperative RTS level.
The Eden implementation 1 is based on the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) [9] . By embedding Eden's syntax into Haskell, we can use the front-end of the compiler without any changes. The bulk of the extensions lies in the back end of the compiler and the RTS which have been extended substantially [1] , sharing kernel parts of the parallel functional RTS, like thread and memory management, with GUM, the implementation of GpH [14] . Eden's RTS is implemented on top of the message passing library PVM [11] . The maintenance of the Eden system is simplified by the layered implementation, as it lifts process control out of the inner parts of the RTS. The layers of the Eden system are shown in Fig. 1 . Eden programmers will typically develop parallel programs using the Eden language constructs, together with parallel skeletons provided in special libraries [6] . Every Eden program must import the Eden module, which contains Haskell definitions of Eden's language constructs, as explained in Section 3. These Haskell definitions heavily use primitive operations which are functions implemented in C that can be accessed from Haskell. They implement the functionality needed by Eden's constructs. The extension of GHC for Eden is mainly based on the implementation of appropriate new primitive operations, which provide the elementary functionality for Eden. The interface between GHC and Eden has been reduced to only eight primitive operations, which are also discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we show some runtime measurements of the new language implementation for some typical benchmark programs. The paper ends with conclusions.
Eden's Main Features
Eden [2] extends the lazy functional language Haskell [10] by syntactic constructs for explicitly defining processes. Eden's process model provides direct control over process granularity, data distribution and communication topology. to provide a process abstraction with actual input parameters. The evaluation of an expression (process (\ x -> e1)) # e2 leads to the dynamic creation of a process together with its interconnecting communication channels. The instantiating or parent process will be responsible for evaluating and sending e2 via an implicitly generated channel, while the new child process will evaluate the expression e1[x->e2] and return the result via another implicitly generated channel. Note that any communication is performed automatically by the system without the programmer having a hand in it. The (denotational) meaning of the above expression is just the same as that of the ordinary function application
Processes communicate via unidirectional channels which connect one writer to exactly one reader. For output tuples, concurrent threads are created to evaluate each component independently. When trying to access input which is not available yet those threads are temporarily suspended. This is the only way in which synchronisation takes places in Eden.
The type class Trans (short for transmissible) comprises all types which can be communicated and provides overloaded, implicitly used functions for sending values. All primitive types like Int, Bool, Char etc., pre-and user-defined algebraic types 2 as well as function and process abstraction types belong to Trans. Only fully evaluated data objects are communicated. Lists are transmitted in a The function concat flattens a list of lists into a list, thus removing one level of nested lists -the one introduced by the list of processes. The addendum 'using' spine is needed to produce early demand for the evaluation of the process instantiations. Non-strictness, implemented by using lazy evaluation of expressions, is a key point in our approach. Lazy evaluation is changed to eager evaluation in two cases: processes are eagerly instantiated, and instantiated processes produce their output even if it is not demanded. These modifications aim at increasing the parallelism degree and at speeding up the distribution of the computation. The concept of a virtually shared global graph is avoided, to save the administration costs while paying the price of possibly duplicating work. The base system described above has been extended in different ways to make programming in Eden more convenient and to improve the expressive power of the language. Many-to-one communication is supported by a predefined process abstraction merge. Moreover, an Eden process may explicitly generate a new dynamic input channel (of type ChanName a) and communicate the channel's name to another process, which can use the channel for answering directly. This enables the creation of arbitrary communication topologies in spite of the treelike generation of process systems.
Skeletons.
The Eden libraries offer a number of parallel skeletons. A simple example is the map function, which applies its argument function to each element of a given list. The skeleton library provides several parallel implementations for map which differ in the number of created processes, the task distribution between processes and the granularity of processes and which can be substituted for the ordinary map function to produce parallelised versions of programs [6] .
A Layered Implementation of Coordination
The upper level of Eden's layered implementation is the Eden module, which must be imported by every Eden program. This module contains Haskell definitions of the high-level Eden constructs, thereby making use of the eight primitive operations shown in Figure 2 . The primitive operations implement basic actions which have to be performed directly in the runtime system of the underlying sequential compiler GHC. Note that primitive operations in GHC are distinguished from common functions by # as the last sign in their names. As a general rule,
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Fig. 2. Primitive Operations
every primitive operation is wrapped in a function, thereby providing additional type information, triggering execution and limiting actual use to the desired degree. Information provided by primitives like selfPE# or noPE# should e.g. only be used for process control. If such operations are misused, this introduces nondeterministic effects into the functional language. Defining a function whose result depends on the system setup is not intended and therefore explicitly prohibited.
In the following, we abstract from low-level implementation details like graph reduction and thread management which are well-understood and explained elsewhere [8, 14, 1] . Instead we focus on coordination aspects, in particular process abstractions and process instantiations and their implementation in the Eden module. Communication channels which are implicit at the language level are now explicitly created and installed to connect processes. Primitives provided anyhow for handling Eden's dynamic input channels are also used for instantiating processes.
Channels and Communication
As explained in Section 2, the type class Trans comprises all types which can be communicated. It provides an overloaded function sendChan :: a -> () for sending values along communication channels where the channel is known from the context of its application. The context NFData (normal form data) is needed to ensure that transmissible data can be fully evaluated before sending it (using the overloaded function rnf (reduce to normal form)). Since actually everything is member of Trans, its purpose is to overload functions for data transmission and arity to specialise their behaviour for lists and tuples. This is exemplarily shown in Fig. 3 by excerpts of the instance declarations for pairs and lists. Sending is performed by primitive operations sendVal# and sendHead#, the latter used by the function sendStream (not shown) for sending one element of a list. Before any communication can take place, a channel must be created and installed. For this purpose, the functions shown in Fig. 4 are provided. The RTS equivalent to channels is a structure Port which contains (1) a specific Port number, (2) the process id (pid), and (3) the processor number, forming a unique port address. At module level, these port addresses (connection point of a channel to a process) are represented by the type ChanName'. Objects of this type contain exactly the port identifier triple (see Fig. 4 ). Note that the higher level type ChanName a is a list of port identifiers; one for each component of type a in case a is a tuple. An inport address (represented as a ChanName') can be sent through a channel to allow higher-order process communication.
The function createDC :: Trans a => a -> (ChanName a, a) creates a new input channel, i.e. a channel on which data can be received, using the corresponding primitive operation createDC#. It yields the channel name which can be sent to other processes and (a handle to) the input that will be received via the channel. If createDC is used for tuple types a, a list of port identifiers (type ChanName') and a tuple of inputs will be created. To ensure correct typing, createDC is always applied to its second output, but will only use it to determine the needed number of channels, using the overloaded function tupsize in class Trans. Data transmission is done by the function writeDC. This function takes a port identifier and a value, connects the current thread to the given port (setChan#) and sends the value using the function sendChan. The connection by setChan# prior to evaluating and sending values guarantees that the receiver of data messages is always defined when sendVal# or sendHead# is called. While writeDC defines the behaviour of a single thread, the overloaded function writeDCs handles tuples in a special way (see Fig. 3 : It takes a list of port identifiers (length identical to the number of tuple components) and creates a thread for each tuple component.
Process Handling
Subsequently, we will focus on the module definitions for process abstraction and instantiation shown in Fig. 5 and 6 . Process creation can be defined on this level, using the internal functions to create channel names and send data on them, plus the primitive operation createProcess# for forking a process on a remote processor.
A process abstraction of type Process a b is implemented by a function f remote (see Fig. 5 which will be evaluated remotely by a corresponding child process. It takes two channel names: the first outDCs (of type ChanName b) is a channel for sending its output while the second chanDC (of type ChanName (ChanName a)) is an administrative channel to return the names of input channels to the parent process. The exact number of channels which are established between parent and child process does not matter in this context, because the operations on dynamic channels are overloaded. The definition of process shows that the remotely evaluated function, f remote, creates its input channels via the function createDC. Moreover, writeDCs is used twice: the dynamically created input channels of the child, inDCs, are sent to the parent process via the channel chanDC and the results of the process determined by evaluating the expression (f invals) are sent via the channels outDCs 3 . Process instantiation by the operator ( # ) defines the process creation on the parent side. To cope with lazy evaluation and to get back the control without waiting for the result of the child process, the process results are lifted to an immediately available weak head normal form using the constructor Lift. Before returning the result, the Lift is removed. The function createProcess takes the process abstraction and the input expression and yields the lifted process result. The placement parameter on# is an un-boxed integer (type Int#) which can be used to allocate newly created processes explicitly. The current system does not make use of this possibility, processes are allocated round-robin or randomly on the available processors. The channels are handled using createDC and writeDCs in the same way as on the child side (see the process abstraction).
The remote creation of the child process is performed by the primitive operation createProcess#.
The whole sequence of actions is shown in Fig. 7 . Process creation is preceded by the creation of new channels (one for every result) plus one additional port to receive channels for input parameters upon creation. The primitive createProcess# sends a message createProcessDC to a remote processor, which contains these channels and the process abstraction (an unevaluated Proc f remote packed as a subgraph).
The remote processor receives this message, unpacks the graph and starts a new process by creating an initial thread. As the first thread in a process, this thread plays the role of a process driver. Before starting its own task, it creates channels for input, and forks other threads for communication and evaluation of
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Set channel for n-th parameter the included function. One thread is only needed to communicate channels, the other threads may need their arguments and will block on the created inports on evaluation.
Measurements
The measurements have been performed on a 32-node Beowulf cluster [13] at Heriot-Watt University 4 . The given runtimes are the average of at least five subsequent runs of the same program.
The programs represent a range of applications we are interested in. The linear equation solver (Linsolv) exhibits a structure typical for a class of symbolic applications, which is quite different from conventional iteration-based techniques. It also performs a high amount of heap consumption and creates less regular parallelism. The ray tracer is an example of a data-parallel application, and issues of task and computation granularity become important in this context. These two examples show good speed-ups due to the regular oneto-one mapping of processes to processors which could not yet be obtained in the divide-and-conquer style bitonic merge sort program Bisort where the speedups flatten out for more than 4 processor elements. The program offers, however, several opportunities for re-organisation and optimisation which have not been investigated yet. 
Conclusions
Implementations of parallel functional languages are either based on a parallel abstract machine or on parallel libraries, linked to an ordinary sequential system. Eden is a typical example for the monolithic approach (parallel abstract machine). It is closely related to GpH [14] , using the same framework and even sharing a lot of code. But GpH follows a concept of implicit, or "potential" parallelism, whereas Eden passes parallelism control to the programmer.
As new techniques like Grid-Computing evolve, it becomes more and more important for a parallel programming system to provide not only good performance and speed-up behaviour, but also to make parallel programming as simple as possible. We want to reach this goal not only on the highest level, i.e. for the naive application programmer, but also for the advanced programmer interested in the development of skeletons or even parallel extensions. Our layered approach can be seen as a first step into this direction.
The Eden concept of lifting explicit control to functional level makes development of extensions much easier once the RTS support is implemented. It takes complexity out of the low-level RTS and simplifies its maintenance. Seen from the high level perspective, the implementation of Eden relies on a few primitive operations and reuses much infrastructure of GpH, reducing it when necessary. A long-term objective is the design of a generic parallel extension of sequential functional runtime systems, on top of which various parallel functional languages could be implemented.
